# SAFETY SCOREBOARD

(Consecutive safe days without recordable injury, illness or property damage of $2,000 or greater)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Calendar Days</th>
<th>Current Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On the Job Starting Date</td>
<td>Starting Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Use chalk only)

---

Safety Literature
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor’s relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group 5a-b.
(Brevard County logo) 6 inches in height
Color: Black Lettering; Outlines of the logo shapes in Black all on a White background
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular

01500-A
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor's relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group 5a-b.

(CITY OF JACKSONVILLE logo) 6 inches in height
Color: Yellow Lettering on White Background; Sunburst Rays- Yellow on White; Horse/Rider in Black; Half Circle in Red; Maps - White with Black Edges.
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor's relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group.5a-b.

(CITY OF LAKE WORTH logo) 6 inches in height
Color: White Background with Black Lettering; Brown Tree Trunk with Dark Green foliage on Light Green Grass; White frame Chair with Pink Stripes on Light Gold Sand; Waves in Blue; Blue-Green Sky with Yellow Sun
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor's relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group 5a-b.

(FDEP logo) 6 inches height
Color: Black Lettering, Black and White Bird, Black Palm Tree, Turquoise water, Light Turquoise (50%) sun
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor's relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group 5a-b.

(DRNA logo) 6 inches in height

Color: Black Lettering on White Background; Inner/Outer Circles - Black; White Fish outlined in Black on Blue Water; Bird on Tree Limb outlined in Black on Green Background; Area Depicting Land hatched in Black on Tan and Dark Brown Backgrounds.

Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor's relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group 5a-b.

(DTOP logo) 6 inches in height
Color: Yellow Lettering on Blue Background
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor's relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group.5a-b.

(FIND logo) 6 inches in height
Color: Black Circle on White Background; White Lettering in Outer Circle; Black Lettering in Inner Circle; Red and Black Lighthouse
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular
In cooperation with

JAXPORT
JACKSONVILLE PORT AUTHORITY

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor's relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group 5a-b.

(JAXPORT logo) 6 inches in height
Color: Blue Lettering on White Background; Ship -- Blue on White
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor's relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group 5a-b.

(PALM BEACH COUNTY logo) 6 inches in height
Color: Black Lettering on Beige Background; Palm Tree -- Green; Ocean - Blue; Sun - Yellow; Sky Area - Yellow fading to Red/Orange/to Violet
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor's relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group 5a-b.

(ST. LUCIE COUNTY logo) 6 inches in height
Color: Blue Lettering on White Background; Center Circle - Orange with County Map in Brown; Sun Rays - Gold; Individual Pictures - Outlined in Black with various colors throughout
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular
In cooperation with

Legend Group 2a: One- to two-line identification of the sponsor’s relationship to the project. Place below Corps Signature to cross align with Group 5a-b. (SFWMD logo) 6 inches in height
Color: Lettering - Black on White Background; Inner/Outer Circle - Dark Blue; Land - Dark Green; River/Lake - Light Blue; Sky - Yellow; Sun - Red/Orange; Sun Rays - Black; Upper State - White; Lower State - Light Green
Typeface: 1.25" Helvetica Regular

01500-A